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ABSTRACT
The ability to individually identify and enumerate bacterial genes in the environment
is an important development in the field of microbial ecology. Researchers are now
able to quantify and map populations and communities, the presence of which could
only be inferred until recently. Knowledge of this ecology is critical to understanding
microbial responses to environmental pollutants, thereby contributing information
useful in devising and monitoring bioremediation strategies. The following thesis
therefore compares two aromatic dioxygenase genes, nidA and nahAc, which confer
the ability for the bacteria carrying the genes to metabolize polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), persistent pollutant byproducts of coal coking. The deposition
of PAHs influences the development of soil microbiological communities, creating
selective pressure for the development of microbial communities able to survive. To
confirm that the mineralization of PAHs correlates with gene copy number, 14C
radiorespireometery was used to detect the mineralization of radiolabled
phenanthrene. Due to culture bias, the naphthalene-targeting Pseudomonas proxy
gene nahAc was the first discovered and the longest studied. The degradation of
larger, more persistent PAHs has been found to rely on the Mycobacterium- specific
gene nidA. Soil sampling was conducted at three locations in the Chattanooga region
during the summer of 2007. The samples were analyzed using quantitative real-time
PCR, and the distribution patterns of nidA and nahAc in copies/gDry/gCarbon were
mapped and compared. Differences in gene distribution and concentration were
examined between genes as a broad survey, and between sites to examine response to
PAH exposure. Prior exposure, indicated by active14C phenanthrene mineralization,
was determined by radiorespireometry. The nidA gene was locally predominant over
nahAc (p<0.01), and was detected at every sample site, while nahAc was much more
variable in concentration, with no detection in 17 of 22 samples. The nidA gene
showed an elevated response to prior exposure, occurring at higher levels in the
Chattanooga Creek Superfund site than in sites with no history of industrial activity
(p<0.05). Additionally, nidA copy number had a weakly positive correlation with the
mineralization of 14C phenanthrene (r=0.5594, p<0.1). This establishes nidA as a
more reliable indicator than nahAc of the presence of dioxygenase activities under
current soil conditions. Mapping the concentration and distribution of a reliable and
responsive member of the soil community using GIS technology provides a concise
illustration of the current distribution of targeted genes and their response to PAH
contamination. Advances in the understanding of microbial ecology underlying
contaminated sites may lead to faster, more accurately targeted remediation strategies.
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INTRODUCTION
The field of microbial ecology is advancing rapidly. Recent technological
advances have dramatically expanded the scope and accuracy of scientific techniques for
measuring microbial soil biota. Heretofore, most research in microbial ecology has
emphasized the micro, even the molecular, over the macro. A thorough understanding of
the ecology directly impacting the formation of the bacterial soil environment would be is
necessary for the proper management of soils to human benefit. Thanks to decades of
molecular research, it is now possible for microbial ecologists to understand the
relationship between the microscopic individual bacteria and the systemic
biogeochemical cycles those bacteria drive. In the case of the carbon cycle, human
industrial activity has sequestered carbon in forms actively harmful to human health and
the environment. The biologically driven remediation (bioremediation) of toxic
compounds requires an understanding of the native soil environment and how that
environment responds to human disturbance. Therefore, the primary purpose of this
thesis is to apply quantitative real time PCR and GIS mapmaking technologies to survey
the distribution and concentration of two bacterial aromatic dioxygenase genes associated
with the degradation of a class of recalcitrant, carcinogenic industrial wastes known as
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). The secondary purpose is to determine if
these genes do in fact respond to and influence the concentration of PAHs in the
environment.
The physiological ability of certain bacteria to metabolize and degrade PAHs is of
great interest to the scientific community. Bacteria able to completely metabolize and
1

remove PAHs could be incorporated into inexpensive strategies for the passive
remediation of contaminated sites. This eventual goal requires verifying that the bacteria
possessing aromatic dioxygenase genes have responded positively to prior exposure to
PAHs in the environment. The inference that the soil microbial communities from which
these genes were extracted are in fact mineralizing PAHs is (Uyttebroek 2006, Spratt
1998) ascertained by using 14C phenanthrene as a radiolabeled tracer.
Questioning the geographic distribution of bacteria reflects on one of the textbook
problems of microbial ecology: sampling. How does one ensure that sampling density,
location, and techniques are sufficiently representative of the population as a whole? This
problem is magnified in microbial ecology by the difference in scale between individual
bacteria and their collective impact on an ecosystem. Much of the literature discussing
soil bacteria in their native environment is based on an extremely low number of soil
samples per unit area. Researchers extrapolate from small sample sizes that X units occur
uniformly across a large tract of land, with small consideration given to ecological
factors. Due to the heterogeneous concentration and distribution of PAHs, this
uniformity is extremely unlikely (McArthur 2006). Additionally, research is conducted
within the context of contaminated sites (Stapleton 2000, Debruyn 2007), meaning that
understanding what a baseline population would look like has not been a focus of
investigation.
At a landscape scale, the PAH degradative capacity determined by 14C
radiorespireometry is expected to track with the concentration and distribution of copies
of aromatic dioxygenase genes in the soil. Because of the variable factors influencing
gene concentration within a single sample, multiple mapped samples are necessary to
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accurately represent the distribution and concentration of aromatic dioxygenase genes
within a sampling location.
Soil bacteria possess many genetically divergent operons of aromatic dioxygenase
genes involved in PAH degradation found in a wide range of bacterial species. These
bacterial operons evolutionarily group into four broad families found in a few genera of
bacteria (Johnsen 2005). Two of those families, nah and nid, are at the center of this
thesis1. The nah operon was selected due to its long history as a focus of aromatic
dioxygenase research (Sanseverino 1993), while nidA was selected as a likely candidate
for the metabolism of highly hydrophobic compounds (Sho 2003).
Bacterial clades that express the nah and nid gene clusters involved in PAH
degradation are heterogeneously distributed throughout soils, sediments, and aquatic
ecosystems (Prince 1999). In addition, the enzymatic products of these genes differ in
their substrate choice and are distributed among different orders of bacteria (Kanaly
2000). This diversity makes it reasonable to make an ecological inquiry into differences
in their geographical distribution and concentration, in relation to each other as well as to
historical patterns of PAH contamination, such as those found in the Chattanooga Creek
Superfund site surveyed in this research.
The literature reviewed in this thesis comes from several different disciplines. The
biogeochemical interplay of bacteria, soils, and contaminants is discussed in sections
dealing with the origins of PAH contamination, soil microbiology, and geochemistry.
Subjects more closely related to the mechanisms of the research conducted in this thesis

1

The other two are phn and nag. The phn gene was poorly represented in Chattanooga Creek
soils in preliminary testing by Debruyn (2007), who also discusses the much more prevalent nag
operon. The nag operon is analogous to nah in several respects, including sequence and substrate
specificity.
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include discussion of the molecular analysis of PAH biodegradation and the landscape
scale application of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology to understand the
concentration and distribution of aromatic dioxygenase genes.
These topics cluster around two research objectives. The first is a survey of
microbial ecology, determining and mapping the relative abundance of the genes nahAc
and nidA at three sites around Chattanooga. Second, to investigate the extent to which the
genes of interest relate to PAH contamination by revisiting the longstanding prior
exposure hypothesis (Stapleton 2000), comparing gene copy response between sites with
and without histories of industrial pollution. The hypothesis holds that sites with a
previous history of contamination will have microbial populations reflective of that
disturbance (Viñas 2005). The gene copy number will be compared with 14C
phenanthrene mineralization to determine if variation in gene copy number correlates
with the ability of the soil community to mineralize this particular PAH.
Briefly, the results of this research indicated that the dioxygenase gene nidA is
predominant in Chattanooga soils, elevated within Chattanooga Creek soils in support of
the prior exposure hypothesis, and that the nidA gene correlates weakly with
phenanthrene mineralization.
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PART 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature review from three distinct areas of study provided the background
material for the work done in this thesis. The first discusses microbial ecology and
molecular biology with regard to the two genes of interest in this study, nidA and nahAc.
The second deals with the class of pollutants of interest, the PAHs, and their expression
as coal tar, including their sources, chemical composition, and behavior in the soil
environment. Finally, the limited extent of research at the intersection of GIS technology
and bacterial biogeography is reviewed.

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND MICROBIAL ECOLOGY
History
The bacterial soil community is a poorly understood grouping, responsive to
nutrient conditions, moisture, pH, and a host of other factors. In recent years, studies have
tried to illuminate the diversity of this community using modern molecular approaches,
revealing an ever-expanding complexity. In his 1934 work “Geobiology, or Introduction
to the Science of the Environment” L.G.M. Baas Becking stated that bacterial
biogeography was a matter of “everything is everywhere, but the environment selects”
(quoted from deWit 2006). At bacterial scale, small increases in the surface temperature
of aquatic and terrestrial environments may cause the bacteria living in those
environments to become airborne, circulating broadly in air currents. According to
Lighthart (1999), there is what amounts to a standing wave of airborne bacteria lifted off
the surface of the planet, distributed by winds, and resettling as the earth cycles from day
to night. This continual redistribution plays into the “everything is everywhere” section
5

of the Baas Becking hypothesis. However, the ability of these bacteria to colonize new
locations is entirely contingent on the environment in which they find themselves
deposited- “the environment selects.”
In more recent years, the environment has undergone some dramatic changes
that have drawn attention to potential roles for soil microbes as remediative agents.
Locally, the contamination of Chattanooga Creek was already in progress at the time
Baas Becking was conducting his research. It was still ongoing in 1952, when E.F. Gale
published “The Chemical Activities of Bacteria,” including his “principle of microbial
infallibility,” which holds that for every naturally occurring organic compound, there is a
microbial enzymatic system capable of its degradation. Broadly speaking, the Gale
hypothesis was grotesquely misapplied through the mid 20th century to rationalize the
negative consequences of agricultural and industrial practices, suggesting that microbes
could “fix” any anthropogenic problems. These practices have resulted in a massive
human-mediated concentration of persistent naturally occurring organics such as the
compounds found in coal tar. Since the industrial revolution, the bacterial environment
has encountered situations where their metabolic methods are unequal to the rapid
degradation of industrial effluents.

Bacteria and Enzymes
The conjoined aromatic rings of PAHs are mineralized -returned to an inorganic
state- by bacteria when each carbon atom in the PAH molecule is oxidized to CO2, and
respired after complete metabolism (Cheung 2001). Each step in this metabolism is
catalyzed by a unique enzyme specific for that particular biochemical process (Cheung
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2001). Genetic nomenclature is such that any cluster of genes working together to
complete a related function (e.g. the complete oxidation of naphthalene to CO2) is
referred to as an operon. In this system, genes that code for an active enzyme are
designated by a capital letter, usually in order of the gene products role in a biochemical
activity, unless a special function is indicated (for example, nahR is a regulatory protein).
Enzymatic subunits of multimeric protein complexes have a lower-case letter. For
example, nahAc designates the large catalytic subunit (c) of the initial enzyme (A) of the
nah operon. The first enzyme in an enzymatic pathway declares the substrate specificity
of that pathway. For example, naphthalene dioxygenase, the first enzyme in the nah
operon, is fairly substrate specific, whereas phn, of Laurie’s (1999) Burkholderia RP007
is able to attack both naphthalene and phenanthrene. The first enzyme in such a catabolic
pathway is the oxygenase, which the “-ase” suffix implies, adds oxygen to the larger
aromatic structure. Enzymes adding a single oxygen atom, known as monooxygenases,
are found in every kingdom; in “higher” phyla, from fungi to mammals, some member of
the large cytochrome P-450 family serves as a broad-substrate monooxygenase (Prince
1999).
The enzymatic pathways favored by researchers interested in soil remediation
begin with dioxygenases, enzymes that use molecular (O2) oxygen as one substrate (the
other being an aromatic ring) resulting in a ring with two adjacent hydroxyl groups, a
structure known as a cis-dihydrodiol. Depending on which ring of a PAH molecule is
first attacked, total mineralization can result. A range of dioxygenase initiated
degradation pathways exist for all the commonly encountered aromatic compounds, e.g.,
the operons xyl for xylene, tol for toluene, and bph for biphenyl. These monocyclic
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dioxygenases and the broader family of monooxygenases form the raw genetic material
from which later enzymatic pathways coding for aromatic dioxygenases capable of PAH
degradation have evolved (Laurie 1999).
In general, the enzymatic attack on compounds larger than four rings leads to a
steady accumulation of dead-end partial mineralization products. In the case of pyrene,
attack at one of the cis-rings will result in a structure that is not susceptible to further
degradation (Kanaly 2000). These dead-end products, like other soil organics, can
become sorbed to soil particles or covalently bonded into the irreducible residuum of soil
humus (Knaebel 1994).
Testing a number of environmental
samples for bacteria of interest is known as
bioprospecting. When bioprospecting using
culture-free methods for aromatic
dioxygenase genes, the focus is on conserved
regions common to all (or at least all known)
dioxygenase genes. In the case of all
known aromatic dioxygenases, this
conserved region relates to the enzymatic

Figure 1. Rieske group active site structure of an
aromatic dioxygenase. The active site is a non-polar
region of the enzyme is the iron/sulfur Rieske group.
(Reproduced from Ferraro 2007). Black= Carbon,
Blue=Nitrogen, Red=Oxygen, Yellow=Sulfur, and
Orange = Iron.

active site. Dioxygenases are referred to in the biochemical literature as belonging to a
broad class of iron-sulfur proteins that catalyze redox reactions, with a specific
configuration of iron and sulfur bonds [2Fe-2S] known as a Rieske group (Figure 1). The
supporting sulfur atoms of a Rieske group are supplied by two residues of histidine and
two of cysteine (Taylor 2002). This results in homology at the amino acid level between
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gene sequences coding for the dioxygenase function, even between extremely distantly
related bacterial clades. Bioprospecting for bacteria capable of PAH degradation bacteria
relies on the use of PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) primers designed with this
homology in mind. The probe can be as specific as a single known gene from a single
strain of bacteria, or contain enough variation to include huge group of related genes.
The earliest attempts to understand the mechanisms of microbial PAH
degradation began with culturing organisms that had a confirmed ability to mineralize
PAHs, using selective media to look for cultures that could subsist entirely on a specific
PAH as a sole carbon source (Wick 2003). Understandably, the desire to discover new
enzymatic/genetic pathways to toxicant degradation has led to a large focus on
contaminated sites. Consider Dagher (1996, similar to Laurie 1999), in which five
bacterial species are selected from contaminated soils on the basis of their rapid ability to
form clear zones on plates. This technique identifies bacteria with the capability to
degrade a specific PAH. The general method involves taking soil samples from
previously contaminated sites and attempting to grow the soil bacteria on a solid medium
with the PAH of interest as a sole- or at least major- added carbon source. In this way,
several leading contenders for the “best” naphthalene degrader rapidly appeared. Many of
these bacteria belong to the Proteobacteria (Woese 1985), a phylum that has undergone
extensive16S rRNA (ribosomal RNA) based revision within the last 25 years (Woese
1985). In general, PAH- degrading Proteobacteria are organotrophic, have a wide range
of possible energy sources, and are often motile flagellates (Gupta 2000). The 16S
revision involved splitting the genus Burkholderia into the β-proteobacteria taxonomic
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group, and leaving the physiologically comparable genus Pseudomonas with the ϒProteobacteria (Woese 1985).
Some Pseudomonas species can solely subsist on the two ring PAH naphthalene.
Pseudomonads initiate naphthalene metabolism with the enzymatic product of the gene
nahAc. One simple reason for the early predominance of nahAc as a gene of interest is
simple culture bias. Soil bacteria from contaminated sites are introduced to cultures with
only a single PAH as a carbon source, or in other methods, a thin PAH layer is sprayed
onto the agar surface before plating, resulting in clearing zones around degradationcompetent bacteria. The common complaint is that all culture methods create biases, and
evidently, plated enrichment methods most of all. According to Stach (2002), a
comparison between enrichment methods and a biofilm showed 36 bacterial and 2 fungal
species in biofilm, compared with only 12 bacterial species in enrichment plating. Of
note here is the fact that subsequent cloning and sequencing showed the bulk of the 16
enrichment cultures to contain γ-proteobacteria, whereas the Gram + Actinobacter
(Woese 1985) were well-represented within the biofilm culture. This division includes
the genus Mycobacterium (Woese 1985), members of which carry the aromatic
dioxygenase operon nid. This culture bias has been worked around by cultureindependent methods such as PCR, but it has skewed the understanding of the diversity
and ecological significance of bacteria involved in PAH degradation.
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Genes and their Bacteria
The evolutionary roots of PAH breakdown are broadly assumed to be in enzymes
originally evolved for the catabolic breakdown of plant lignin, an irregular aromatic
polymer common in woody plants. From there, various enzyme systems appear to have
divergently evolved. The gene sequence known as nah is the most commonly studied due
to the ease of culturing and isolating bacteria carrying the nah operon. Looking at its
phylogeny, the nah operon is believed to have evolved from genes dedicated to the
breakdown of the single-ringed aromatic hydrocarbon xylene (Schell 1986). The nah
operon is divided into lower and upper pathways, with the initial substrate specific
enzyme encoded by nahAc. This includes the regulatory gene nahR and the nahY gene,
the product of which results in changes in pseudomonad chemotaxis behavior, causing
the bacteria to actively seek out increased concentrations of naphthalene (Grimm 1999).
The remaining genes of the upper pathway code for enzymes that catalyze a reaction
chain leading from naphthalene to salicylate. The lower pathway takes salicylate through
catechol, leading to ring cleavage and ultimately, pyruvate and mineralization. Catechol
is a common intermediate in the successful degradation of a wide range of aromatic
hydrocarbons beyond PAHs, and thus the gene for catechol 2,3-dioxygenase has become
a subject of some interest (Mesarch 2000).

Microbial Factors Influencing Gene Copy Number
Quantifying aromatic dioxygenase genes does not directly quantify the actual
number of soil bacteria. Multiple copies, even multiple variations, of a gene can exist
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within a single bacterium. Within Pseudomonas, it has been shown that different varieties
of nahAc- based degradation pathways can exist within the same organism. Having
multiple variants of nah, chromosomally and as plasmids within a single organism, has
been observed within a larger population, and is likely a common situation (Ferrero
2002).
The nidA gene has been shown to occur at two locations on the chromosome of
Mycobacterium sp. strain S65 (Sho 2004). Heavily polluted soils show a decrease in both
genetic diversity and population diversity of Mycobacterium species, selecting for hardier
species and PAH degrading strains (Cheung 2000). This selective pressure leads to an
increase in aromatic dioxygenase gene copy number.

GEOCHEMISTRY
The geochemical and abiotic parameters of soils such as soil pH, particle size, and
seasonality affect all aspects of microbial life: from the distribution of coal tar and other
nutrients to their accessibility. The microbial community exists within the parameters of
its nutrient factors: the concentration, chemical species, and bioavailability of nutrients
combine to give a broad range of values within which microbial communities can
flourish, up to a point. Soil microbial communities tend to be “brittle”, meaning there is a
limited range of conditions in which they thrive (McArthur 2006). If any of these
conditions are altered, the bacterial community will be forced to change, with many
members going dormant or dying off (McArthur 2006). The following text addresses
some of the abiotic factors associated with PAHs and their degradation in soil.
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PAH Contamination
PAHs form as a byproduct of incomplete combustion. They are also found in
industrial chemicals used throughout society- including dyestuffs, insect repellents, and
paving materials. Non-anthropogenic sources include forest fires and naturally exposed
fossil fuels. Nonetheless, large regions of the continental United States would rarely be
exposed to significant concentrations.
PAHs are planar structures consisting of two or more conjoined aromatic rings
(Figure 2). Such compounds are extremely hydrophobic. Their hydrophobicity increases
nearly logarithmically with their size, thus making larger PAHs extremely recalcitrant in
soils and sediments. This class of compounds is of concern due to their toxic, mutagenic,
and in some cases, highly carcinogenic properties.

Figure 2. Comparitive Chemical Structure, Three
Common PAHs. Three PAH compounds, ranging in size
from the two-ringed naphthalene to the four
ringed pyrene. Solubility and vapor pressure decrease with
increased mass, while surface tension increases. Figures
reproduced from Sho 2005, Laurie 1999.

The most common releases of PAH compounds are into the atmosphere, either as
high-temperature vapors or included in soot particulates. While there are obvious
inhalation risks that increase with occupational exposure, PAH compounds will
eventually be deposited in soils and sediments. Photolysis is negligible, hydrolysis is nonexistent, and the compounds do not partition to water (Prince 1999).
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The industrial process that leads to the bulk of concentrated PAH pollution is coal
coking. Burning coal under low oxygen conditions leads to the removal of gaseous
impurities, leaving behind nearly pure carbon in the form of coke, and a tarry byproduct
known as coal tar.
Coal tar is a Dense, Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid (DNAPL). In the case of
Chattanooga Creek, coal tar was dumped into this creek in such quantity over such a
length of time as to be the major factor in the placement of Chattanooga Creek on
Superfund’s National Priorities List in 1995 (EPA 1999). Coal tar is a combination of
aromatics and long chain alkanes. The larger compounds (four rings and above) create a
highly hydrophobic environment where smaller PAHs such as naphthalene may
demonstrate an even lower solubility than they would if they were the sole contaminant
present. Coal tar exists as a mixture, and thus the physical parameters of constituent
compounds can be muted (Donnelly 2004).

Dense Non Aqueous Phase Liquid Diffusion in Soil
The major equations describing the movement of DNAPLs in soil is a group of
principles known as Fick’s Laws of Diffusion. In the case of materials such as coal tar, a
simple blob of tar will form a set of ganglia: off-branchings of a thin sheen or film
moving out across the surface of surrounding soil particles (Grathwohl 2002). This
movement is dependent on temperature, the makeup of the soil, and according to
Barranco (1999), aqueous pH.
Grathwohl (2002) discusses these condensed areas of coal tar containing PAH
contamination as “blobs” and “pools.” Blobs are essentially stand-alone areas of soil
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contamination that are not always in direct contact with an aquifer, while pools form
when the DNAPL comes into contact with the water table or an impermeable layer, such
as clay. According to Eberhardt (2001), blobs or pools much larger than 0.1 meter in size
are essentially at local equilibrium; they do not migrate. This leaves an estimate of
residence time in soils that is dependent on the volume of the original contamination.
Residence time has been estimated to range from a few weeks up to 10,000 years
(Eberhardt 2001). Eberhardt made note of the fact that most of the individual compounds
in a NAPL are susceptible to bacterial biodegradation, and that this biodegradation is
contingent on a relatively low concentration of the substance. Certain Mycobacterium
species are capable of forming biofilms and colonizing the surface of some pure PAH
compounds in the laboratory (Sho 2005), so it is possible that similar processes occur in
natural settings. This gradual metabolism would be dependant on well-aerated soils, and
proceed slowly, especially as the surface area of pools or blobs increases.
The diffusion (or lack thereof) can be described using formulas derived from
Fick’s Laws of Diffusion. Fick's first law, J=-D (dC/dx), explains how much flux will
occur, while Fick's second law describes what the change in concentration will be at any
point along the concentration gradient. The Second Law can be arranged to give the
result in units of time: T= x2/2D, explaining how much flux is occurring at a particular
point in time. Both of these equations rely on D, the diffusion coefficient. This variable
needs to be determined individually for any substance under discussion, based on the
physical characteristics of the substance, which can include its surface tension,
hydrophobicity, etc. J is the flux, C is the concentration, and x is the distance. In general,
low values for D result in extremely small fluxes.
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Again, in the case of coal tar, D will be a very small number, while the squared
distance from the source can be quite large, meaning that the time required for the coal
tar to diffuse to that distance will be extremely large as well, possibly on the order of
thousands of years.
In soil environments, the total soil surface area within a cubic centimeter is
dependent on the grain size of the particular soils. Coarse-grained sand would have a
much lower total surface area, and thus a much lower value of x, than fine-grained clay.
The lower the surface area, the lower the quantity of a non-polar substance needed to
subsume it, speeding the migration (Eberhardt 2001).
Classical soil typing studies involve sieving and homogenizing a sample and
letting it settle in water. More recent techniques use sonic vibrations and centrifugation to
determine the percentage of coarse sand/fine sand/ silt/ gravel in a soil sample. Uttebroek
(2006) found that PAH concentrations within the clay-partition tended to be considerably
higher than in other soil partitions and showed a concomitant increase in radiometrically
quantified microbial PAH degradation.

Soils pH and Bacteria
Soil pH is the most important driving factor behind microbial species diversity
and richness. On a continental biogeographic scale, the best indicator of microbial soil
community species richness is the pH (Fierer 2006). Other factors that would apply to
other classes of organisms, such as temperature or climate are not particularly significant.
Soils with lower pHs suffer a decline in diversity, with richness increasing as pH
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increases. It is unknown at what point this near-linear increase plateaus or reverses, as
soils with a pH above 8 are extremely rare (Fierer 2006).

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
GIS methods for interpreting and displaying ecological data have been used by
academics, government officials, and the private sector to create management plans and
solutions for a broad range of environmental problems. Within ecology, the use of GIS
technology as a method of interpreting and explaining research results is extremely
common.
The use of GIS technology within the specific context of bacterial biogeography
is considerably more limited. There has been a great deal of work done in only two areas:
mapping bacterial coliform counts in waterways in response to state and federal Total
Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) standards, and tracking the presence of diseases and
infections in human populations. In a sense, John Snow’s map of 19th century London’s
cholera infection and epidemiology would be the first publication on the geography of
microorganisms.
In keeping with the aquatic theme, most papers applying GIS methods to bacterial
populations have focused almost exclusively on aquatic habitats. Alan Decho (Decho,
2005, Petrisor 2004) is a leading researcher in this area, looking at the formation of
stromatolites. Stromatolites are lithified colonies of cyanobacteria and sulfate-reducing
bacteria, which go through cycles of CaCO3 deposition leading to the formation of large,
distinctive stone structures. Decho’s techniques exist at too small a scale (up to
millimeters) for the satellite-based data preferred in coliform TMDL monitoring
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activities. In his studies, a small cross-section of stromatolite is marked out, and the areas
controlled by different bacterial community members are demarcated. By comparing
their area, the life-stage of the larger stromatolite structure can be determined.
The research associated with this thesis uses GPS data to accurately pinpoint the
sample sites used to quantify nidA and nahAc genes at defined sites across low-lying,
wetland areas. As far as can be determined from the reviewed literature, the GIS project
performed in this research may be one of the earliest studies discussing bacterial
biogeographic activity in a soil-based setting. The closest relations would be the
Yellowstone National Park database of hot springs, describing both biological and
geochemical areas within each site of interest, described in Stoner (2001), and the
mapping within a single site of temporal fluctuations in nanograms of PCR product per
gram of soil contaminated with BTEX by Stapleton (2000).
GIS analysis of geographic bacterial distribution provides a visual, easily grasped
measure of their distribution and abundance. Additionally, the information contained in
such maps mean that instead of inferring the presence of a gene or bacterial grouping
from soil conditions, soil condition can be inferred from gene presence. Mapping the soil
community gives insight into the presence and availability of a contaminant, and the
success of ongoing remediation efforts.
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PART II
A SURVEY OF AROMATIC DIOXYGENASE GENES
IN THE CHATTANOOGA AREA
INTRODUCTION
Until recently, one of the major problems in the field of microbial ecology was
the lack of an unbiased method to directly identify and enumerate members of the
microbial community. This difficulty distinguishes microbial ecology from other
ecological studies. For instance, it is a relatively straightforward process to tell turtles
from turkeys, and the methods for counting them rarely involve expensive laboratory
equipment.
Within the last ten years, culture-independent technology such as quantitative real
time PCR has advanced to the point that genes from environmental samples can be
directly enumerated. The state of the art is such that we know a great deal about
individual microbial species, but only the broadest outlines of their collective interactions
within their environment. We often have a great deal of sequence data, a solid
understanding of their physiological capabilities, but only limited knowledge of their
ecology and interactions.
The work presented in this chapter attempts to address this deficiency by
enumerating copies of two genes, nidA and nahAc, that are proxies for members of the
genera Mycobacterium and Pseudomonas, respectively. The two genes were surveyed at
three different locations around Chattanooga, compared to see if either predominates, and
if so, under what circumstances.
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The two genes in question, nidA and nahAc, come from two different genera of
bacteria and share a similar physiological function: initiating the degradation of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). The ability to metabolize PAHs is an
important one in the environment. Woody plants naturally generate aromatic structures in
the form of lignin. As fungi and bacteria metabolize woody plants, possession of
enzymes capable of degrading aromatic structures, enzymes such as those coded for by
nidA and nahAc, become an evolutionary advantage.

Bacteria containing nidA and nahAc
The most commonly referenced gene of the two is nahAc, which has a long
history in bioremediation studies (Sanseverino 1993), as it is the substrate-specific start
of the metabolic pathway, is commonly predominant in plate-based enrichment cultures
and has a broad geographic distribution (Laurie 2000). The nahAc gene is carried by a
number of species of the bacterial genus Pseudomonas. Pseudomonas is a member of the
γ-proteobacteria, a clade capable of subsisting on a wide range of organic compounds
(Gupta 2000).
Recently, there has been increasing evidence that nahAc is not the single or even
primary source of in vivo PAH degradation (Laurie 2000). Laurie found nahAc to have a
lower concentration in contaminated New Zealand soils than the gene phnAc, from
Burkholderia sp. RP007.2

2

Laurie made this determination using an imprecise and labor-intensive technique known as
competitive PCR, which has been thoroughly supplanted by quantitative Real-Time PCR such as
used in this thesis. “If it [quantitative real time PCR] had been available at the time, we would
have used it.” (Laurie personal communication). The technological capability of the field has
expanded dramatically just within the last eight years. According to Debruyn, phnAc did not have
much of a presence in Chattanooga Creek in initial testing (Debruyn personal communication).
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The nidA-related Mycobacterium is a member of the Actinobacter, a group noted
by their thick, waxy cell walls, usually saprophytic and non-motile. These highly nonpolar cell walls make the Mycobacterium of interest, as they enhance the bacterial ability
to take up highly hydrophobic compounds from the environment (Wick 2003).
The nidA gene is from those members of the group known as fast growing
mycobacterium. The term “fast growing mycobacterium” is a bit misleading when
compared with the growth rate of common laboratory strains such as E. coli, which show
colony formation in a matter of hours. The rule of thumb for rapid growth, in the case of
mycobacterium, means visible colonies within seven days of plating (Adékambi 2004,
Leys 2005). There are 54 or so defined species in Mycobacterium, and several are
obligate human pathogens, such as M. tuberculosis or M. leprae. The fast-growing
mycobacterium receive far less research attention than the more recently evolved
pathogenic members of the clade.

Chemoorganic Carbon Loading
As both of the genes tracked in this research originate in chemoorganotrophic
bacteria, it is likely that their distribution is influenced by the distribution of the organic
chemicals that fuel their metabolism.
In all of the three locations sampled in this work, decaying biomass will be one of
the largest sources of aromatic hydrocarbons. Soil bacteria become adapted to the
particular decay products of the principal plant species in their area (Howlett 2007). The
soils referenced in this study come from locations with a range of groundcovers, from
active agricultural soils to mosses to herbs associated with second-growth forest. The
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likely effect of these variable groundcovers as a factor becomes more evident after
looking at maps of sample sites created with GIS technology.
Atmospheric deposition is another likely source of aromatic hydrocarbon origin.
The widespread burning of fossil fuels has lead to steady marked increases in the
concentration of PAH compounds in archival soils since the industrial revolution (Jones
1989). Deposition over a specific site would be influenced by local meteorological
factors, but it is improbable that many soils would be dosed with a heavy enough
atmospheric loads at any given time to dramatically impact microbial ecology.
Within the three locations sampled for this work, only one has a previous
documented history of direct contamination by concentrated PAHs. In the instance of
Chattanooga Creek, the PAHs come in the form of coal tar, rich in high-molecular weight
PAHs such as pyrene dumped as a byproduct of the steel industry (Prince 1999). The
ecological impact of prior exposure to concentrated anthropogenic PAH dumping will be
investigated in Part III.

Seasonality
Remarkably, the effect of seasonality on microbial ecology is a variable that has
been addressed in very few studies. It is reasonable to assume, and has been shown to be
the case, that different clades of bacteria fluctuate at different levels over the course of
the year (McArthur 2006). This temporal variation in response to temperature, rainfall,
and light levels is the major thrust of research of Laura Leff (Kent State University, Kent,
Ohio), who has documented fluctuations among the various proteobacteria in aquatic
systems (Leff 1999).
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Bearardesco (1998) and Debryun (2007) also take the abiotic factor of seasonality
into consideration. While temporal variation was not a focus of the research presented in
this thesis (sampling occurred in one season: July and August of 2007), it is necessary to
consider the effect of seasonal fluctuations when evaluating the results presented here.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The application of quantitative real-time PCR to environmental samples, broadly
reviewed in Fang (2006), gives the ability to determine the number of copies of a gene
within a sample. Such techniques allow the researcher to quickly identify the presence of
key genetic groups in soil, and to map and correlate their presence with other factors. For
this reason, quantitative real-time PCR was selected as a method of making a background
survey of two members of the aromatic-dioxygenase containing microbial community in
the greater Chattanooga area.

Sampling Locations and Methods
Samples used in this research came from three sites. The Chattanooga Creek
location (Figure 7), with 12 samples taken, was selected as a contaminated site, with a
documented history of exposure to coal tar (EPA 1999). The VAAP wetland (Figure 6,
Four samples taken) and Williams Island (Figure 5, Six samples) were both selected for
comparison as sites with no history of direct industrial activity that may have resulted in
the release of PAHs.
Chattanooga Creek flows north out of Georgia into the Tennessee River, through
mixed industrial neighborhoods in south Chattanooga. EPA mandated remediation has
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been performed along the creek bed down to bedrock, but measurable concentrations of
PAHs can be found in floodplain sediments (EPA 1999, Debruyn 2007). The soils are a
mix of poorly drained Colbert series (floodplain) and Newark series (Crabtree Farms)
agricultural soils. The cover is mixed second-growth hardwoods and privet.
The Volunteer Army Ammunition Plant (VAAP) wetland sampled is located in
the 2,500-acre buffer zone surrounding the 6,681-acre plant site (Map and soil
information in Appendix 1). The discrete facilities associated with VAAP TNT and acid
manufacturing have been the site of extensive remediation efforts since the plant closed
in 1977, whereas the buffer zone has remained undisturbed at least since the plant opened
in 1942 (Q.O.R.E. 2006). Soils tend towards Fullerton series (weathered chert products).
Wetland tree cover is very open, mostly ash and other hardwoods, with a ground cover of
thick moss overlying a clay lens. The wetland is surrounded by privet.
Williams Island is a large body of land in the Tennessee River downstream from
Chattanooga at the mouth of the Tennessee River Gorge. Portions of the uninhabited
island have been used for a range of agricultural purposes for an estimated 1,000 years,
but there is no history of other industrial activity. While Williams Island is approximately
five miles downstream of the Chattanooga Creek outflow, the only suggested mechanism
for redeposition of highly hydrophobic PAH compounds (Vulava 2007) to island topsoil
is dependant on the Tennessee River flooding in a manner it has not done since TVA
impoundment in the 1930’s. The Williams Island soil type is of the same Colbert series as
the Chattanooga Creek floodplain. At the time of sampling, fields had grown up as hay
meadow. Wooded areas are shrubs and second growth hardwoods, including privet and
mulberry.
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Samples were taken from the VAAP wetland and Williams Island locations on
July 18, 2007, and from the Chattanooga Creek basin location on August 31, 2007. Each
location contained one transect, covering both lowland and more elevated soils, with a
variable number of samples taken along each transect. The coordinates of each sample
site were recorded with a Garmin GPS receiver. Four soil samples were taken at the
VAAP wetland, six at the west end of Williams Island, and twelve from Chattanooga
Creek, north of 38th St. behind Crabtree Farms. Specific sample site locations are given
in Figures 5 – 7.
Soil samples were collected with a trowel after first stripping away litter to expose
the first mineral based horizon (A-horizon). The trowel was then used to remove a soil
sample from approximately the first 3 cm of soil, which was placed in Whirlpak bags and
immediately stored on ice. To preserve sample integrity, the sampling trowel was cleaned
using Chemwipes and ethanol between samplings. When all samples were collected they
were transported to a laboratory on the UTC campus for processing. DNA extractions
were performed twice on each soil sample using 0.5g subsamples, for 1 g total per
sample. The remainder was used for percent moisture analysis. Dried soils produced in
the percent moisture analysis were later homogenized with a mortar and pestle and used
for elemental CNS (% carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur) analysis.
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DNA Extraction and Quantitative Real-Time PCR
Duplicate total DNA extractions were performed on each soil sample, using the
FastDNA SPIN kit for soil (Qubiogene, Morgan Irvine, CA), as per manufacturer's
instructions. DNA extracted was quantified using spectrophotometry, and diluted to a
concentration of 50 ng/µl for use in PCR reactions.
Quantitative Real Time PCR was performed at the Center for Environmental
Biotechnology at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, using Qantitect Probe PCR
Master Mix (Qiagen, Valencia CA) in a 25µl reaction mix (effectively halving the
manufacturer’s instructions).
Probes, primers, and standards for nidA and nahAc (Table 1) were developed by
Dr. Jennifer Debruyn at the Center for Environmental Biotechnology (UTK, Knoxville,
TN) (Debruyn 2007). The nahAc probe (Table 1) came from the consensus of 18
Pseudomonas nahAc gene sequences, including P. balearica (AF306428), P. fluorescens
(AY125981), P. stutzeri (AF306425), and a range of sequences from P. putida
(AF306430, AF306441, AF306439). The internal standard was based on a clone taken
from P. putida strain G7 (Debruyn 2007).
The nidA probe (Table 1) came from the consensus segments of several
Mycobacterium species nidA genes, including M. fredrickbergense (AF548345), M.
flavesence (AF548343), M. gilvum (AF548347), and M. sp. strains PYR-1 (AF249301),
6PYR (AJ494745), JLS (AY330098), KMS (AY330100), MCS (AY33010), and MHP-1
(AB179737). The internal standard was based on a clone taken from M. flavescens
(ATCC 700033) (Debruyn 2007).
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Amplification of both genes followed the same PCR protocol, given here: 50 °C
for 2 min, 95 °C for 15 min, then 40 cycles of denaturing at 94 °C for 15 s and annealing
at 56 °C for 30 s. Due to the short sequences being amplified, there was no elongation
step.
Table 1: Primer and Probe Sequences for nidA and nahAc as used in this study.

Gene

Forward primer

Reverse Primer

TaqMan Probe

nidA

5′5′5′-FAMTTCCCGAGTACGAGGGATAC TCACGTTGATGAACGACAAA TCCTACCCGTCGCCGGTACA
-BHQ1

nahAc

5′5′5′-FAMCAGAGCGTYCCRTTYGAAAA TCGAAGCAACCRTARATGAA TGGGGTTGAAAGAAGTCGCTCG
-BHQ1

FAM=Fluorescent reporter molecule, BHQ=Black Hole Quencher (Debruyn 2007).

Elemental Analysis
The amount of total carbon in each sample was determined using a LECO CNS2000 elemental analyzer (LECO, St. Joseph, Michigan). Samples were oven-dried to
remove moisture and homogenized with a mortar and pestle. Weighed samples were
placed in ceramic sampling boats, and inserted into the analyzer furnace. The amount of
CO2 given off by the sample at high temperature was measured using IR spectroscopy,
and the quantity of carbon in the sample was determined in millimoles. From this molar
data, the percentage of total carbon in grams was calculated for each sample.

GIS Analysis
Sample sites logged with the Garmin GPS receiver were downloaded and
numbered appropriately. Data from the gene copy number study were grouped into Excel
spreadsheets and uploaded into ArcInfo software (ESRI inc. Irvine, CA). All tables
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containing soil data were joined to tables giving point locations. Appropriate satellite
imagery was imported from the ESRI website. The soil data were displayed as relativesize pie charts using graphic software provided by ArcInfo, which required the log
transformation of genetic information to create an intelligible display where outlying
sample sites did not obscure lower concentrations.

RESULTS
DNA Extraction and Quantification
DNA was extracted in duplicate from each of the 22 soil samples collected in the
summer of 2007. The quantitative real-time PCR protocols for both nidA and nahAc were
performed in triplicate on each DNA extraction. Thus, the gene count assigned to each
soil sample is the average of six quantitative PCR runs, minimizing differences in
microenvironment within a single soil sample. This count data was normalized by dry
weight and total carbon content, resulting in a unit of copies/gDry/gCarbon, and
moderating the influence of soil moisture and soil carbon as variables.
The quantitative real time PCR reaction can be susceptible to inhibition. To test
the sensitivity of the PCR reaction, internal standards were run along with sample DNA.
The standard plasmid ranges from 101 to 108 in concentration, creating the staggered log
curves in Figure 3-A. Log-transforming their output should result in a slope of -1, shown
in Figure. 3-B.
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Figure 3: Quantitative Real-Time PCR Results
Figure 3.A: (Left) PCR result showing quantification of nidA within Chattanooga
Creek.
Figure 3.B: (Right). Log of internal standard results of quantitative real time PCR
nidA within Chattanooga Creek. Possible inhibition is indicated at or below the red dot.

The result shown indicates that detection may be inhibited at levels below 100
copies / sample (red dot, Figure 3.B). Actual gene copy counts are collected as the FAM
reporter molecule begins to fluoresce, and are graphed in Figure 3-A Significant signals
are represented by the lines on the right side of the blue vertical line, above the dotted
line

Figure 4. Showing Sampling Locations in Greater
Chattanooga
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Quantification and Mapping within Williams Island
Within the map displays, copies/gdry/gcarbon numbers were log-transformed for
display purposes, and graphed in relative-size pie charts linked via GPS coordinates
corresponding to their actual position. Williams Island samples W1 – W6 were taken left
to right (Figure 5), transecting across a wooded drainage ditch, with the ends (samples
W1 and W6) in opposite hayfields. The gene nahAc was not detected in five of the six
samples along this transect, while nidA was found in every sample. The percentage of
both moisture and carbon found within the soils increased within the interior of the
wooded area, as exemplified by samples W2-W4 (Table 2).

Table 2. Williams Island Data by Sample Site
Williams
Island Sample

nahAc/gDry/
gCarbon

nidA/gDry/
gCarbon

% Moisture

% Carbon

W1

-

119,314

27.44

6.80

W2

-

86,462

30.83

5.07

W3

-

35,194

25.44

13.46

W4

-

57,052

55.64

13.99

W5

-

57,307

24.81

4.49

W6

68,117

38,081

28

3.81

The gene counts are in copies/gDry/gCarbon by sample site at the
Williams Island location, comparing nahAc and nidA. -=not detected.
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Figure 5. Satellite image of Williams Island location.
Sites W1-W6 show relative-size pie charts of natural log
transformed gene copies/gDry/gCarbon counts at each of the
six sample sites

The field portions of Williams Island are used for agricultural purposes. At the
time of this sampling, the island was grown as a hay meadow. Samples W1-W6 were
taken in a line running roughly north –south across a wooded drainage ditch between two
hayfields. Sample W6, which contained detectible concentrations of both genes, came
from the hayfield on the north side of the wooded drainage ditch (Figure 5).
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Quantification and Mapping Within Volunteer Army Ammunition Plant (VAAP)
The first sample taken from the VAAP site, V1 (Table 3), is a unique outlier,
with an extremely high reading of 1.3276x 1013 copies/gDry/gCarbon of the gene nahAc.
This reading is several orders of magnitude higher than any other measurement taken.
The VAAP wetland has a very open covering of ash trees, and a thick mossy groundcover
in sample sites V1-V3. An overabundance of this mossy groundcover accounts for the
high percentage of carbon in sample V2 (Figure 6). The VAAP wetland soils have very
sharp horizons, with a very thin organic layer between live moss and the underlying clay.
VAAP sample V4 was taken from privet thickets at the edge of the wetland.

Table 3. VAAP data by sample site.
VAAP
Sample

nahAc/gDry/
gCarbon

nidA/gDry/
gCarbon

% Moisture

% Carbon

V1

1.3276 x10 13

28,844

65.50

12.10

V2

1,740,500

231,033

85.45

36.37

V3

-

51,784

33.29

7.78

V4

-

10,007

27.82

3.77

The genetic data is in copies/gDry/gCarbon by sample site at the VAAP
location, comparing nahAc and nidA. Note that nahAc at site V1 is orders of
magnitude higher than any other detected concentration. - = Not detected
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Figure 6. Satellite image of VAAP Location,
Sites V1-V4 show relative-size pie charts of natural log transformed
gene copies/gDry/gCarbon counts at each of the four sample sites.

Of all the locations sampled, the VAAP wetland had more incidence of nahAc,
with the gene occurring in 50% of soil samples, than was found at any other location
(Figure 6).
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Quantification and Mapping Within Chattanooga Creek

The Chattanooga Creek sampling was located on the east site of Chattanooga
Creek, behind Crabtree Farms, off of East 30th St. and across the creek from the
Tennessee Products industrial site. At this location, Chattanooga Creek is a wooded
floodplain rimmed by stands of privet (Ligustrum sinense).
Of particular note are samples C11 and C12 (Table 4). In addition to being the
only two samples at this location to have positive detection of both genes, these soil
samples do not come

Table 4. Chattanooga Creek Data by Sample Site.

Chattanooga
Creek
Sample
C1

nahAc/gDry/
gCarbon

nidA/gDry/
gCarbon

%
Moisture

%
Carbon

-

2,617

38.69

4.78

C2

-

2,007

19.15

8.47

C3

-

2,837

40.27

4.19

C4

-

44,029

45.40

5.02

C5

-

715,262

46.99

5.20

C6

-

200,363

17.19

5.97

C7

-

771,096

22.92

8.34

C8

-

1,167,412

19.62

6.91

C9

-

744,061

22.73

6.19

C10

-

715,054

47.04

7.42

C11

9,768,074

731,974

17.34

2.39

C12

20,854,302

4,921,476

14.19

6.45

The gene counts are in copies/gDry/gCarbon by sample site at the
Chattanooga Creek location, comparing nahAc and nidA. -=not detected.

from within the
floodplain proper.
Sample C11 comes from
an organically farmed
Crabtree Farms
agricultural plot. Sample
C12 is the only sample
from the west bank of
the creek, taken from a
high grassy creek bank just

outside the Franklin Middle School Fence. This site has been indicated before as the
location of significant PAH contamination (Vulava 2007). It is noted that these two
samples were the only two within the sampling location to contain both genes, and the
only two taken from areas with no tree cover.
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Figure 7. Satellite image of Chattanooga Creek at Crabtree farms.
Sites C1-C12 show relative-size pie charts of natural log transformed gene
copies/gDry/gCarbon counts of nahAc (blue) and nidA (red) genes. Note that sites C11
(Crabtree Farm plot) and C12 (Franklin Middle), lie outside the Chattanooga Creek
floodplain, have both genes in evidence and are among the largest concentrations of
either gene found.

Within the tree cover of the creek, sampling begins at the tree line and proceeds
west to the creek bank, then turns north for samples C7-C10 (Figure 7). The creek
through this section was in the final stages of remediation. Of the 10 samples taken from
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within the creek floodplain (C1-C10), nahAc was detected in none of them (Table 4,
Figure 7).3

Statistical Comparison of Quantification Data
Due to the non-normality of the data set, a Wilcoxon Rank Sum test (the
nonparametric equivalent of Student’s T test) was selected. Wilcoxon’s Rank Sum works
by assigning ranks (in this case, 1 through 44) to the copies/gDry/gCarbon count data,
and summing the ranks. Assuming an even distribution, the two genes would split the
possible total 50:50.
Table 5. Wilcoxon Rank Sum comparison of the genes nidA and
nahAc across the Chattanooga area.

Gene

n

Sum of Scores

Expected under Ho

Mean Score

p value

nidA

22

640

495

29

0.0005***

nahAc

22

350

495

15

0.0005***

The prevalence of the two genes was compared across the entire Chattanooga
region. The results indicated a distinct (two-way rank sum) difference in the presence of
the two different genes (Table 5). The Mycobacterium carried nidA dioxygenase gene

3

This application of the mapping concept to the molecular data sets went through several
iterations in the course of this project. Even with the co-operation of Craig Zeller, with
the U.S. E.P.A. Region IV, site access to source areas of known PAH contamination
within the Chattanooga Creek floodplain Superfund site was denied by the Responsible
Party Committee, composed of corporate entities responsible for the contamination of the
creek. This prevented the development of any study looking for a hypothetical direct
source / sink relationship wherein aromatic dioxygenase genes would decrease in
concentration at a remove from established sources of contamination. For this study, all
Chattanooga Creek samples taken come from what is essentially a PAH sink.
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occurred more frequently than the Pseudomonad-related nahAc, at a p <0.01. The nidA
gene is massively more predominant in regional soils (Table 5).

DISCUSSION
Distribution and Abundance
The PCR results showed an extremely uneven distribution of nahAc compared to
the ubiquity of nidA. Of the 22 total soil samples taken from the three locations, the
nahAc gene was present in only five, with an extremely variable concentration, ranging
from no detection up to 1013 copies. In terms of distribution, nidA was ubiquitous, more
abundant within the Chattanooga area compared to nahAc at p<0.01 (probability of 99%,
Table 5).
The summer of 2007, when this sampling was conducted, saw a massive drought
in the Tennessee valley. The effects of drought on microbial communities can be
extensive, but drought conditions do not change the proportionality of microbial
communities- instead, the total microbial biomass decreases (Kassem 2008). This means
the total amount of bacteria (and thus gene copy number) decreases, while the
proportions of each community member and their genes remain the same (Kassem 2008).
One major possible explanation of this unexpected result is seasonality, or
temporal variation. Previous research that has studied the temporal distribution of
bacteria is scanty. A handful of papers include both Pseudomonas (or the Pseudomonad
proxy nahAc ) as well as the nidA-affiliated Mycobacterium as part of their research, such
as Leff (1999), Bearardesco (1998), and Debruyn (2007). These papers suggest that these
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organisms, especially the Pseudomonads (or their genes) tend to show seasonal variation
in their abundance.
Debruyn (2007) utilized three sample locations along Chattanooga Creek, where
the northernmost corresponded with the Crabtree Farms site used in this research.
Debruyn sampled four times, in October 2004, April 2005, July 2005, and October 2005.
The nahAc gene was undetected in the April sampling from the remediated section of
Chattanooga Creek (below 38th St.) and from the July sampling at the comparison North
Georgia uncontaminated site. In both April and July, the presence of nahAc was detected
at the other two sites, and it was present in all samples collected in October. In studies of
nidA, this gene was found to be present at all locations at all sampling periods, though at
lower concentrations in the uncontaminated location, another possible example of prior
exposure.
This research (Leff 1999, Berardesco 1999, Debruyn 2007) suggests that
Pseudomonas has a highly seasonal variation in population, becoming less common over
the summer. As the samples for the study associated with this thesis were taken in July
and August, this could explain the relative absence of the nahAc gene.
As Leff (1999) states, understanding the temporal variability of bacteria is
important to any bioremediation scheme. The apparent consensus between this research
and the relevant literature suggests that bioremediation projects to address contamination
by lower molecular weight PAHs, the carbon source for nahAc carrying Pseudomonads,
would be ill advised to begin between April and October. Due to its consistency across
seasons, as described in Debruyn (2007), nidA appears to be a much more reliable
indicator species for the mineralization of resistant hydrocarbons.
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The nahAc and nidA proxies Pseudomonas and Mycobacterium are both
organotrophic saprophytes. It is possible that the temporal variation is due to differences
in the preferred carbon sources of the two clades. Possibly, Pseudomonads focus on the
most bioavailable aspects of leaf litter, with their food supply peaking in late fall and
reducing to a much more complex residuum over the course of winter. This near-humic
residuum would serve as a carbon source for more lipophilic Mycobacterium species.
This possibility is supported by the map data in Figures 5-7, in which the Pseudomonas
proxy nahAc is only found in soil samples taken at sites that had grass or moss
groundcover, and had no or a very low amount of tree cover. The presence of nidA across
ecotypes is a further argument in favor of its use as an indicator species and a focus of
bioremediation research.

CONCLUSIONS
The research reported here surveyed two aromatic dioxygenase genes across the
Chattanooga area. A statistically significant difference in the presence of the genes nidA
and nahAc was found. Despite the longstanding research on nahAc, this work again
found, much like Laurie (2000), that it is not necessarily the predominant gene in
environmental settings (Tables 2-4).
There is gradually mounting evidence that the effect of seasonality on nahcarrying Pseudomonads may cause them to be scarce in the summer months. The absence
of nah from most of the samples taken may in fact be due to yearly cycles in the level of
the gene.
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Other potential factors driving shifts in the distribution of gene copy counts in this
paper include the source and nature of PAH / carbon loading in the soils surveyed. Within
Chattanooga Creek, the impact of prior exposure to concentrated PAH dumping through
the mid 20th century having an impact is probable. To test this hypothesis, a site
comparison will be made in Part III of this thesis, looking at levels of aromatic
dioxygenase genes between sites.
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PART III
DETERMINING GENETIC RESPONSE TO PRIOR EXPOSURE AND INFLUENCE
ON THE CONCENTRATION OF PAHS IN THE ENVIRONMENT
INTRODUCTION
Unlike most other fields of ecology, where the protection of economically
valuable or globally endangered creatures is an objective, the field of microbial ecology
can claim no particularly charismatic, marketable or notably endangered soil bacteria.
Therefore, one of the main objectives of microbial ecologists is to understand bacterial
metabolism and to encourage microbes to perform a useful service, essentially doing
what they do best: eliminating wastes.
One of the most persistent and carcinogenic wastes in the Chattanooga area is
coal tar. Formed as a byproduct of fuel for the steel industry, this dense, non-aqueous
phase liquid (DNAPL) was dumped into the Chattanooga Creek floodplain with no
thought to surrounding residential areas. Coal tar, a mixture of compounds including
several EPA priority pollutants, was the main contaminant behind the listing of
Chattanooga Creek on the Superfund’s National Priorities List in 1995 (EPA 1999).
As coal tar is a carbon-rich waste product that can be toxic at sufficient
concentrations (Sho 2004), it is likely to have a profound influence on the microbial
ecology of contaminated sites, suppressing organisms that cannot metabolize it and
favoring those that can. Human efforts to understand and accelerate these ecological
interactions with an eye towards the eventual complete and inexpensive remediation of a
contaminated site are referred to as “bioremediation”.
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Past research has provided a general understanding of the interactions between
DNAPL, bacteria, and various soil types. Soil particles of increasingly smaller size create
a range of smaller and smaller pore spaces, through which any liquid will have to
percolate. The size of these interstitial pore spaces can be so small as to prohibit any
bacterial interaction with coal tar, creating a point at which bacterial activity (i.e.
bioremediation) is no longer effective. In other words, the target compound is so tightly
bound it is no longer bioavailable. This makes the findings of Uttebroek (2006)
somewhat counterintuitive, with the fine-grained portion showing the highest amount of
bacterial activity. While it is true that clays form a barrier against the rapid diffusion of
coal tar and other DNAPLs, they do so by creating an environment filled with trapped
substrates for remediative bacteria.
Vulava’s findings (2007) discussed the relative immobility and insolubility of
coal tar-related PAHs. Somewhat surprisingly, due to their high hydrophobicity, PAHs
were not only found in obvious concentrations of coal tar but were thinly distributed
throughout Chattanooga Creek sediment samples. This implies that while coal tar is
nearly immobile under normal environmental conditions, the sheer volume deposited has
resulted in noticeable migration into the soil. Vulava considers this most likely facilitated
by PAHs bonding to non-polar colloidal elements within the soil, such as suspended
organics.
In the biodegradation of PAHs, it has long been understood that mineralization
(degradation to inorganic CO2) is limited primarily by the low solubility of aromatic
compounds, contributing to a lack of bioavailability. Ghoshal (1996) argues that the
limiting factor (at least in naphthalene) is not the solubility per se (there is no bulk flow),
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but the rate of mass transfer i.e., the rate at which the compounds can interact with
suspended non-polar compounds and diffuse into the environment. With regards to
Vulava (2007), this interaction would be limited by the amount of suspended organics
and colloids.
As bacteria are exposed to PAHs, there is an increased likelihood that the PAH
compounds will be mineralized. The current state of the art surrounding substrate
specific, bacterially based PAH catabolism has been presented by Nı´ Chadhain (2006).
The experiment performed in Nı´ Chadhain (2006) involves Denaturing Gradient Gel
Electrophoresis (DGGE: now somewhat supplanted by the more reliable temperature
based TGGE). This technique takes the PCR amplified 16S genes taken from a soil
community, and separates them based on their G/C ratios, making DGGE a sequencedependant, size independent method of “fingerprinting” the richness and abundance of a
microbial community. This work illuminates one of the major problems with studies
focused on individual gene systems or individual toxicant compounds. After making a
culture with minimal media and one gram of creosote-contaminated soil as blanks, the
cultures assigned to study groups were then spiked with naphthalene, phenanthrene, or
pyrene. The resulting 16S rRNA DGGE analysis showed great differences between
cultures in blanks and those in spiked media, and in the array of different clonal
sequences found in media spiked with different compounds. Banding patterns were
unique for each contaminant. 100 clones were taken from the extracted DNA, and
sequenced to give an understanding of their groupings.
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Table 6. Contaminant Influence on Community Structure.

Reproduced from NiChadhain (2006), showing distribution of soil
DNA clones from microcosms spiked with different contaminants.

The Mycobacterium that carry nidA are grouped with the Actinobacteria, while
the Pseudomonads that carry nahAc are found under the gamma proteobacteria. What
stands out from this data set is the total dominance of the naphthalene-amended
environment by gamma proteobacteria, which would include Pseudomonas. The
Mycobacterium-based nidA is only found in the unamended soil long contaminated by
creosote. Creosote-contaminated soils showed a very different DGGE fingerprint than
soils contaminated with any individual PAH from one of the range of compounds found
in creosote (NiChadhain 2006). This is evidence demonstrating how the environmental
impact of a mixture such as creosote can differs from the impact of pure individual
components of that mixture.
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POPULATION DISTRIBUTIONS AND PAH ATTENUATION
Over time, evolutionary pressures on the microbial community select for pollutant
degrading bacteria. A thinly distributed contaminant will be degraded by the soil
community, slowly attenuating to the point that it no longer poses a risk to public health
(Prince 1999). It is possible that predominance of Mycobacterium in soil, as determined
by the prevalence of its nidA proxy, is indicative of a mature, biodegradation capable soil
community attuned to the more recalcitrant PAHs.
In terms of the soils themselves, the Chattanooga Creek location is well studied
(E.P.A. 1999), with the VAAP (Volunteer Army Ammunition Plant) wetland a distant
second (Q.O.R.E. 2006). Within Chattanooga Creek, this data includes site-specific
analysis of PAH motility and investigation of how PAHs distribute themselves within
soils (Vulava 2007, E.P.A. 1999).
The floodplain of the heavily industrialized Chattanooga Creek area was chosen
due to its history as a contaminated location and repository of wastes from the coal
coking and wood preserving industries. The Chattanooga Creek location is an alluvial
floodplain with loamy clay soils and a second growth forest cover for most of its length
Williams Island, in the middle of the Tennessee River downstream from
Chattanooga, has no history of direct industrial contamination, and is in terms of soil
series and tree cover similar to Chattanooga Creek. Williams Island flooded regularly
prior to TVA impoundment in the 1930s, and the sampling transect taken there comes
from the same Colbert-series soil type found in much of Chattanooga Creek (Department
of Agriculture 1982). While Williams Island is downstream from sources of pollution, in
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the absence of massive flooding, there is no feasible mechanism for hydrophobic
pollutants to contaminate surface soils on Williams Island.
The second uncontaminated location is located in the untouched buffer around the
immense former Volunteer Army Ammunition Plant location. This wetland did not
receive any direct explosives contamination, but there is evidence suggesting that it is
serving as an accumulator of sulfur compounds vented from the VAAP affiliated sulfuric
acid plant. For the distribution of these three locations in the greater Chattanooga area,
see Figure 4. More information regarding specific soil types found at sampling locations
used in this thesis can be found in Appendix 1.

METHODS
For mechanisms related to Sampling Locations and Methods or DNA Extraction
and quantitative real time PCR, please see page 25 in Part II.

14

C Labeled Phenanthrene Radiorespireometry Study
Radiorespireometry verifies that a soil microbial community is in fact

metabolizing PAHs. To make a determination, one cubic centimeter of soil was placed in
a 200ml microcosm, and mixed into a slurry with 10mL of water collected from the
Tennessee River. A 14C labeled phenanthrene tracer, dissolved in a methanol carrier, was
inserted into the slurry, along with a spike of 12C phenanthrene. The total 12C
phenanthrene was calculated to yield a final concentration of 1 ppm in the microcosm
slurry. This amount is representative of the concentrations found at the northern end of
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the Tennessee Products site, extending
north of 38th st. and across Chattanooga
Creek into the sample area. (U.S.E.P.A.
1999).
Each microcosm was airtight and
contained a trap holding 2ml. (0.1N)
NaOH, as CO2 is highly soluble in basic
Figure 8. Radiorespireometry microcosm,
Diagram includes sample, trap, and extraction
syringe.

solutions. As the soil community degrades
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C labeled compounds, 14C labled CO2 is given off as a respiration product and collected

in these traps. Sampling over a range of days, expressed as a maximal rate, demonstrates
the ability of soils to respond to PAH contamination. This method described by Spratt
(1997) and (2002), similar to Uyttebroek (2006), differs from the broadly used E.P.A.
method. The E.P.A. method takes a single sample, (24 hours for LMW-PAH, longer for
HMW, such as pyrene) as indicative of the soil communities' ability at a single point in
time (Debruyn 2007). In this experiment, one ml of trap solution was taken at expanding
intervals (12 hr, 24 hr, 48 hr, etc.) and combined with 4ml of scintillation cocktail, and
analyzed using a Wallac 1409 Liquid Scintillation Counter (Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CN.)
to determine the extent of phenanthrene mineralization. The raw count data was summed
by sampling time and graphed to determine a maximal rate. This maximal rate was then
described in units of ng Phenanthrene mineralized per gram dry soil per day.
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RESULTS
Across the three sample sites, the nahAc data set had four of the five highest
individual copies/gDry/gCarbon counts. On the other hand, 77% (17 of 22) of soil
samples probed for nahAc resulted in no gene detected (Figure 9).

Figure 9. The nahAc gene in copies/gDry/gCarbon, graphed across all Sample
Sites. Zero counts predominate. V=VAAP, W=Williams Island, C=Chattanooga Creek.

Figure 10. The nidA gene in Copies/gDry/gCarbon, graphed
across all sample sites, The nidA gene ranges from two thousand
copies (C1-C3) up to 4.9 million (C12). V=VAAP, W=Williams
Island, C=Chattanooga CreekNote low counts in Williams Island
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Within Figure 9, the sample V1 reading extends to 1013. Sample C12 is in the 107
range. These numbers are far in excess of counts from the nidA dataset. Concentrations of
nahAc are extremely variable, to the extent that a between-sites comparison is not
statistically feasible.
Table 7 (next page) shows the two aromatic dioxygenase genes, nahAc and nidA,
with each of the 22 soil samples. W= Williams Island, V=VAAP, and C= Chattanooga
Creek. The five sample sites where the two genes co-occurred are W6, V1,V2, C11, and
C12. In general, these sites had a thick groundcover (moss, grass) or no treecover (C11
was cultivated soil). Site W1 had a grass groundcover and no treecover, but only
manifested nidA. Sites V1-V3 came from a dense mossy groundcover with little organic
soil- elevated carbon and moisture readings in V2 are due to a sample rich in plant
material. Samples V4 and C1-C3, which have no nahAc and the four lowest nidA
readings, all came from areas around privet bushes (Ligustrum sinense). The more
elevated nidA readings (C5-C12) come from the more central, low-lying sections of the
previously exposed Chattanooga Creek site
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Table 7. Complete enumeration dataset of both nidA and nahAc at
all three locations.
Sample

nidA/gDry/
gCarbon
119,314

% Moisture

% Carbon

Mineralization

W1

nahAc/gDry/
gCarbon
-

27.44

6.80

NA

W2

-

86,462

30.83

5.07

NA

W3

-

35,194

25.44

13.46

NA

W4

-

57,052

55.64

13.99

NA

W5

-

57,307

24.81

4.49

NA

W6

68,117

38,081

28

3.81

NA

28,844

65.50

12.10

NA

13

V1

1.3276 x10

V2

1,740,500

231,033

85.45

36.37

NA

V3

-

51,784

33.29

7.78

NA

V4

-

10,007

27.82

3.77

NA

C1

‐

2,617

38.69

4.78

235.7

C2

‐

2,007

19.15

8.47

239.9

C3

‐

2,837

40.27

4.19

334.2

C4

‐

44,029

45.40

5.02

36.3

C5

‐

715,262

46.99

5.20

83.9

C6

‐

200,363

17.19

5.97

141.3

C7

‐

771,096

22.92

8.34

249.8

C8

‐

1,167,412

19.62

6.91

311.7

C9

‐

744,061

22.73

6.19

232.2

C10

‐

715,054

47.04

7.42

99.0

C11

9,768,074

731,974

17.34

2.39

0.4

C12

20,854,302

4,921,476

14.19

6.45

745

NA=Not Analyized, - =not detected

The nidA gene has a ubiquitous distribution, occurring in every soil sample taken.
It also varies greatly in abundance, over three orders of magnitude, from 2,007 copies up
to 4.9 million. The entire range of values is found within the Chattanooga Creek site,
which is the location of all counts greater that 100 thousand.
Due to the non-normality and poor homogeneity of variances found within the
nidA data set, Wilcoxon’s Rank Sum was the non-parametric statistical test used to look
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at evidence of prior exposure, by making a comparison between sites with no
documented history of coal tar dumping (n=10) versus the previously contaminated
Chattanooga Creek (n=12), all within the nidA data set.
Table 8. Wilcoxon Rank Sum Analysis Comparing Concentration of nidA
Between Locatons.

Site

n

Sum of Scores Expected under Ho

Uncontaminated

10

91

Chattanooga Creek 12

162

Mean Score

P Value

115

9.1

0.0340**

138

13.5

0.0340**

Analysis compares the previously contaminated Chattanooga Creek and sites with no previous history of
coal tar contamination. One-tailed test.
The previously contaminated Chattanooga Creek site has a considerably larger concentration of nidA.
P<0.1=*, P<0.5=**, P<0.01=***

At p<.05 (a 95% probability of accuracy), The data set in Table 8 showed a higher
incidence of nidA in the PAH exposed Chattanooga Creek location than in the sites with
no history of industrial contamination.
The mineralization of 14C Phenanthrene by the indigenous soil microbial
community within Chattanooga Creek was at its highest in sample C12, which was taken
from the Creek bank beside Franklin Middle School (Figure 11).

Figure 11. 14C Phenanthrene mineralization by Chattanooga
Creek Soil Samples in ngPhenanthren/gDry/Day
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The lowest reading was from a Crabtree Farms agricultural plot in site C11. Sites
C11 and C12 were the only two within Chattanooga Creek that contained both aromatic
dioxygenase genes.
The mineralization of 14C Phenanthrene (Figure 11) had a weakly positive
correlation with nidA copy number in Chattanooga Creek (Figure 10). Comparison of
phenanthrene mineralization with nidA gene copy number successfully determined a
Spearman correlation of r=0.5594, at p<0.1 (Table 9).
Table 9. The degree to which 14C Phenanthrene
mineralization correlates with nidA concentration.
Correlation
r= 0.5594

P
P<0.1

The detected mineralization of phenanthrene implies that those samples with
higher levels of nidA generally correspond with soil communities that are actively
removing PAHs or PAH-like compounds from the environment. Conversely, levels of
mineralization and nidA gene concentration move in concert with each other. A weak
Spearman correlation is defined as one between .5 and .8, with strong correlations being
between .8 and 1.
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DISCUSSION
The Mycobacterium related nidA gene was more prevalent in areas with a greater
history of exposure to PAHs. The prior exposure hypothesis dictates that a soil
community will adapt to threats, or the presence of an available carbon source.
Comparing the copy number of Mycobacterium sp. carrying the gene nidA within the
previously contaminated Chattanooga Creek site with clean site copy numbers showed
significantly elevated levels of nidA within Chattanooga Creek using a one- way
Wilcoxon rank sum test, at p < 0.05 (Table 8). Results from the nahAc data set contained
too many zero counts for a similar comparison.
The results for nidA presented here are in accordance with the prior exposure
hypothesis, as nidA was found in significantly greater concentrations in the contaminated
Chattanooga Creek site. Prior exposure to PAH compounds results in microbial
communities better adapted to catabolize them as an energy source while surviving
possible toxic side effects. The selective affects of prior exposure are a broadly
established point, expressed directly in Ni Chadhan (2006), Wilson (2003), Viñas (2005),
and Baur (1988). The assumption underlying the bioprospecting activities of essentially
every study involved in seeking out novel aromatic dioxygenase genes by referencing soil
samples from previously contaminated sites is that prior exposure will bring those novel
genes to prominence within the community. As the presence of one aromatic compound
can stimulate a bacterial ability to attack other aromatics, seeking out contaminated sites
over clean ones is a reasonable method for finding bacterial activities directly related to
broad spectrum PAH mineralization.
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Based on this snapshot of nidA gene frequency within the microbial community,
it appears likely that these bacterial soil communities have evolved to focus on the
degradation of weathered coal tar deposits containing mainly higher molecular weight
PAHs suceptable to degradation by nidA (Wick 2003). While prior exposure leading to
elevations in the gene copy number of nahAc has been shown to occur at sites with a
history of PAH contamination (Wilson 2003), the paucity of positive detection results for
nahAc within this study makes it impossible to echo their findings. Possible reasons
include the time of year sampled (see Part II), or low levels of preffered carbon
substrates. It has been shown (Sanseverino 1993) that below a certain concentration of
napthalene, the nah codon is not selected for within the microbial community.
In radiolabel studies, sometimes referred to as “radiorespirometry” (Grosser 1991)
previously uncontaminated locations are often used by way of comparison, and tend to
show much lower rates of mineralization (Wilson 2003). This principle extends to the
Chattanooga Creek location (Campbell 2006, Debruyn 2007). This research found a
weakly positive correlation between 14C phenanthrene mineralization and nidA copy
numbers, at a slope of 0.5594.
The paucity of nahAc gene copies detected within Chattanooga Creek in this
study prevents a reliable analysis of the correlation between nahAc gene copy number
and 14C phenanthrene mineralization. The evidence that there is a correlation between
nidA and phenanthrene mineralization is another argument in favor of the nidA proxy
Mycobacterium as indicator species.
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PART IV
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
One of the objectives of this thesis was to understand the concentration and
distribution of a limited set of functional genes over a broad scale. The investigation has
resulted in some interesting points rarely addressed in the literature, specifically
seasonality and the impact of groundcover on microbial populations. Two studies of basic
ecology are proposed: one to address temporal variation, and another to address the
influence of canopy/groundcover on soil microbiota. Once these two ecological aspects
are addressed, the focus should return to bioremediation, with a study of microbial
response to contamination.

PROPOSED STUDY 1: TEMPORAL CYCLES AND AROMATIC DIOXYGENASE
GENES
Comparison between the data resulting from this research with that generated in
other studies brings up the concern that temporal shifts in season may account for some
of the variation in gene copy number. This is an intuitively likely cause for shifting
counts of γ- proteobacteria, and it would be interesting to discover if β- proteobacteria
undergo a similar shift. These poorly understood temporal cycles have deep implications
for understanding and managing soils remediation in previously contaminated sites.
Existing studies on temporal variations in bacteria (Bearardesco 1998, Leff 1999)
have focused on seasonal variation looking at a long list of bacteria in multiple niches. In
this proposed study, two sample sites with no dramatic site histories of contamination
should be selected. Both “urban” and “suburban” locations between one and five acres
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should give a good understanding of what regional background conditions are over time.
Using a random walk method within the location, three soil samples should be taken on a
monthly basis over a three year period. Within the DNA extracted, broad 16S rRNA
targets should include the various proteobacteria, acitinobacter, and possibly, with the
analogous 18S rRNA of fungal species. The presence of aromatic mono- and
dioxygenases should be probed for as well.
The resulting data set may display shifts in the general trends in community
composition over the course of the year. Secondary DGGE work should be performed to
discover more specific detail about key community members that probe- based studies
may not be finding, as well as to provide a set of simple visual “fingerprints” of the
amount of genetic diversity between communities.

PROPOSED STUDY 2: EFFECTS OF GROUNDCOVER ON DIOXYGENASE GENES
Determining the impact of groundcover will require much more extensive site
investigation. Suitable study locations, preferably four of them, would contain edge
habitats leading from a forested interior out into a surrounding grass/shrubland. Six
transects, with five sample sites per transect (for a total of 30 per location) would extend
across the edge area, with the middle sample on the edge between forest and grassland.
Sampling for this study would involve a solid botanical investigation, with special
attention paid to allelopathic species (such as privet (Ligustrum sinense,) ailanthus
(Ailanthus altissima), or black walnut (Juglans nigra)), as well as soil pH, light
penetration, and organic carbon. The study should probe for the same genes included in
the previous proposed study.
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Sampling times for this study will be critical, and dependent on the results of the
previous study. Fall and early spring sampling dates would be key. The resultant dataset
will reveal distinctions, if any, between forested and open microbial communities,
buttressed by an understanding of seasonal shifts in population densities. This proposed
study will help future researchers plan studies of PAH degrading soil bacteria that
minimize the potential for results skewed by the variability of botanical ground cover.

PROPOSED STUDY 3: MAPPING MICROBIAL RESPONSE IN A PAH
SOURCE/SINK SYSTEM
In terms of mapping the concentration and distribution of aromatic dioxygenase
genes with bioremediation in mind, the definitive study should start with a known source
of PAH, such as creosote or coal tar, and then map in transects leading down the
concentration gradient from within the PAH mass out into the surrounding soils. For
more recent depositions, it is unlikely that dispersal would have occurred to such an
extent that the scale used in this thesis would be appropriate: such a determination would
depend on the size, age, and chemical composition of the contaminant body. Special
attention should be paid to the NAPL / soil interface.
At this stage in ecological understanding, it may be best to graphically display the
gene copy number at each site sampled as an individual graph. This would describe the
bacterial community within each soil sample essentially as a separate population without
inferring linkages, as would be the case with contour mapping techniques such as used in
Stapleton (2000). These soil populations would need to be directly compared with the
amount of PAHs in the soil, determined through chromatography. A similar sampling
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regime would be conducted at a site without such PAH concentrations, but sharing
similar soil type and ground cover for means of direct comparison.
Isolating the ecological effects of PAH contamination on soil bacteria is as
critically important to our future understanding of microbial community dynamics as the
advent of quantitative PCR has been to our current understanding. Only by understanding
the response of soil microbial communities to contamination can human efforts assist and
encourage the innate ability of the earth’s living soils to repair themselves.
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APPENDIX 1
CHATTANOOGA SOILS
In terms of soils, the Chattanooga Creek site is by far the best studied, with the
VAAP a distant second. Within Chattanooga Creek, the data includes site-specific
analysis of PAH motility and investigation of how PAHs distribute themselves within
soils (Vulava 2007, U.S. E.P.A. 1999).
According to the Soil Conservation Service, as discussed in the E.P.A. document
on the remediation of the Tennessee Products Site (U.S. E.P.A. 1999), there are three soil
types found within the Chattanooga Creek floodplain. From the Georgia state line up to
the 38th St. Bridge, surface soils belong to the Tupelo group, a fairly infertile silty loam
with mottled brownish grey clays, low in organic content and ions. Between 38th St. and
Dobbs Branch (an area containing the Crabtree Farms property), soil type shifts towards
the Newark Series, defined as a dark-grey silt loam about six inches thick. From the
confluence of Chattanooga Creek and Dobbs Branch to the creek mouth at the Tennessee
River, the soil type is a Colbert-Urban Land Complex, meaning that there are large areas
of disturbed soils and impermeable surface, intermixed with a brown silt loam about four
inches thick overlying several feet of yellow-brown clay subsoil. This soil type has a low
permeability and is usually acidic. All three areas are floodplain level, and poorly drained
(U.S. E.P.A. 1999).
The VAAP site is a low-lying wetland with a cover of ash trees and moss. The
general soil type is a Fullerton cherty silt loam. The wetland formation itself occurred due
to a thick clay lens laying under approximately two inches of moss and decaying organic
matter. The sample site is located within the 2,500 acre buffer ringing the edges of the
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6,681 acre VAAP site, approximately a quarter of a mile from locations of the former
TNT manufacturing facilities that were operated from 1941 to 1977. At this distant
remove, this wetland on the periphery of the VAAP property is considered a “clean” site
(Q.O.R.E. 2006, U.S.D.A. 1982).

Wetland site
within greater
VAAP
location.
Reproduced
from Q.O.R.E.
2006.

Williams Island sits in the Tennessee River at the mouth of the Tennessee River
Gorge, a protected area stretching from Williams Island to the site of the former Hales
Bar Dam. Repeatedly flooded in the years prior to TVA’s impoundment of the river, the
island has a Colbert-Talbot soil type, defined as moderately well drained to well drained
loamy topsoil with a clayey subsoil (U.S.D.A. 1982). Large portions of the island were
used for agricultural purposes at the time of sampling, specifically harvested as a hay
field. The transect selected in this research starts in one hayfield, traverses a wooded low
area, including a wetland and associated drainage running the length of the island, and
into the obverse hayfield.
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APPENDIX II

CNS DATA

Sample Site

Tmt

"IWHVAAP1
"IWHVAAP2
"IWHVAAP3
"IWHVAAP4
"IWHWILL1
"IWHWILL2
"IWHWILL3
"IWHWILL4
"SOIL309
"IWHWILL5
"IWHWILL6
"IWHCRAB1
"IWHCRAB2
"IWHCRAB3
"IWHCRAB4
"IWHCRAB5
"IWHCRAB6
"IWHCRAB7
"IWHCRAB8
"IWHCRAB9
"IWHCRAB10
"IWHCRAB11
"IWHCRAB12

std

% Carbon

% Sulfur

12.1
36.37
7.782
11.01
3.766
6.803
5.07
13.46
13.99
4.491
3.811
4.776
8.469
4.19
5.019
5.199
5.971
8.336
6.909
6.185
7.423
2.385
6.454

0.149
0.341
0.083
0.052
0.038
0.071
0.073
0.253
0.092
0.068
0.036
0.04
0.067
0.055
0.1
0.098
0.07
0.156
0.081
0.081
0.147
0.029
0.062

ID#

std

C
(mmol/gdry
% Nitrogen )
0.0
1.06
10.0741
2.102
30.28057
0.521
6.47906
0.546
9.1666
0.205
3.13546
0.513
5.66397
0.399
4.22113
1.202
11.20639
0.875
11.64765
0.317
3.73907
0.198
3.17292
0.313
3.97635
0.567
7.05104
0.12
3.48847
0.313
4.17867
0.244
4.32853
0.397
4.97128
0.59
6.9403
0.233
5.75223
0.43
5.14945
0.284
6.18017
0.037
1.98568
0.11
5.37341
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APPENDIX III

RADIORESPIREOMETRY DATA
Sample
CrabKill
Crab1
Crab2
Crab3
Crab4
Crab5
Crab6
Crab7
Crab8
Crab9
Crab10
Crab11
Crab12
Sum
Time
(hrs)

DPM Std
35801.2
35801.2
35801.2
35801.2
35801.2
35801.2
35801.2
35801.2
35801.2
35801.2
35801.2
35801.2
35801.2

DPM t1
0.0
2.3
91.0
5.1
46.7
27.6
11.6
85.2
8.2
26.7
7.3
6.6
14.9
333.2

DPM t2
0.0
1.2
11.6
12.1
32.9
8.6
5.8
5.1
60.2
229.6
24.4
4.0
67.7
463.2

DPM t3
8.0
4.1
4.9
16.0
7.0
4.0
0.0
1.2
11.6
30.3
12.3
4.0
29.2
124.6

DPM t4
7.1
16.9
2.5
40.7
14.1
83.0
5.0
37.5
11.4
30.3
136.9
6.3
128.1
512.7

DPM t5
4.1
25.6
43.7
39.1
234.9
13.2
2.9
106.7
285.5
2.2
140.1
23.0
1377.7
2294.6

DPM t6
7.7
14.7
29.8
15.7
270.5
129.3
11.0
50.2
65.9
108.2
193.4
6.4
106.6
1001.7

12.5

26.5

73.0

123.0

171.0

220.0

% DPM
Tot DPM Added Rcv
53.8
0.2
129.6
0.4
367.0
1.0
257.4
0.7
1212.2 3.4
531.4
1.5
72.6
0.2
571.8
1.6
885.6
2.5
854.6
2.4
1028.8 2.9
100.6
0.3
3448.4 9.6
9513.8

DPM by Time Period. Maximal rate of mineralization found to be
between T4 and T5
T1=12.5 hours, T2=26.5, T3=73.0, T4=123.0, T5=171.0, T6=220.0
hours.
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Mineralization Data Workup
DPM/gDry/Hour Soil Wt 0

0 ngPAHMin/gDry/Day T4T5 Difference maxrate/std ngPAHmin/gDry/D

1.55

1.58

0.00

Ckill

20.73

190.39 817.68 627.29 13.07

0.00

175.21

3.65

1.62

0.00

C1

48.99

304.42 1148.28843.8517.58

0.00

235.71

6.94

2.40

0.00

C2

93.00

915.10 1773.91858.8017.89

0.00

239.88

4.87

2.40

0.00

C3

65.29

615.15 1811.491196.33 24.92

0.00

334.16

14.44

3.82

0.00

C4

193.63 528.10 658.16 130.06 2.71

0.00

36.33

17.10

1.41

0.00

C5

229.20 1744.212042.77298.566.22

0.00

83.39

1.82

1.81

0.00

C6

24.46

0.00

141.30

12.37

2.10

0.00

C7

165.80 1227.852122.09894.2418.63

0.00

249.78

19.63

2.05

0.00

C8

263.17 891.51 2007.331115.8223.25

0.00

311.67

27.36

1.42

0.00

C9

366.84 4464.875296.10831.2317.32

0.00

232.18

24.97

1.87

0.00

C10

334.72 1930.622285.00354.387.38

0.00

98.99

2.27

2.02

0.00

C11

30.46

0.00

379.37

68.89

2.28

0.00

C12

923.68 2108.134775.812667.6855.580.00 745.14

247.04 752.91 505.87 10.54

0.21

1358.381358.1828.30
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Appendix IV
quantitative Real Time PCR Raw Data
Williams Island / VAAP nidA

Type

Label

Standard
Blank
Sample V1A
Sample V1B
Sample V2A
Sample V2B
Sample V3A
Sample V3B
Sample V4A
Sample V4B
Sample W1A
Sample W1B

C(T)

Copies
1.00E+0
12.50935 8
38.06161 197.4784
36.96618 354.1072
35.4105 811.5292
36.14143 549.6426
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
36.36424 488.0841
38.46265 159.4671

Standard
Blank
Sample V1A
Sample V1B
Sample V2A
Sample V2B
Sample V3A
Sample V3B
Sample V4A
Sample V4B
Sample W1A
Sample W1B
Standard
Blank
Sample V1A
Sample V1B
Sample V2A
Sample V2B
Sample V3A
Sample V3B
Sample V4A
Sample V4B
Sample W1A
Sample W1B
Standard
Sample W2A
Sample W2B
Sample W3A
Sample W3A
Sample W4A
Sample W4B
Sample W5A
Sample W5B
Sample W6A
Sample W6B
Standard
Sample W2A
Sample W2B
Sample W3A
Sample W3A
Sample W4A
Sample W4B
Sample W5A

1.00E+0
18.29212 7
0
0
0
0
35.23869 889.3664
38.73972 137.5701
37.95689 208.8169
37.68985 240.7624
0
N/A
0
N/A
0
N/A
36.23938 521.6774
35.53527 759.3082
23.02594 1000000
38.31931 172.1304
36.94006 359.0708
36.15414 545.9307
38.25274 178.3486
37.41652 278.5295
37.2905 297.8839
0
N/A
0
N/A
37.25911 302.9107
35.63925 718.3638
36.67451 413.6772
26.2468 100000
37.24977 304.4229
36.40641 477.2349
0
N/A
39.55017 89.30765
0
N/A
36.41504 475.0426
0
N/A
38.72136 138.9235
0
N/A
34.2786 1483.75
30.92614 10000
37.79414 227.7422
36.10074 561.6946
37.75316 232.7724
0
N/A
38.3575 168.6615
38.7835 134.3968
39.38356 97.60261
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Sample W5B
Sample W6A
Sample W6B
Standard
Sample W2A
Sample W2B
Sample W3A
Sample W3A
Sample W4A
Sample W4B
Sample W5A
Sample W5B
Sample W6A
Sample W6B
Standard
Standard

34.70828 1179.998
0
N/A
34.43108 1367.916
34.41245 1000
37.45862 272.3475
37.81283 225.4846
37.06702 335.5736
38.14293 189.101
38.96703 121.8699
38.11063 192.3852
36.73612 400.3101
38.56652 150.8767
37.72782 235.9388
34.55621 1279.641
39.2485 100
39.9656 10
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Crabtree Farms nidA

Type

Label

Standard
Blank
Sample C1a
Sample C1a
Sample C1a
Sample C2B
Sample C3A
Sample C3B
Sample C4A
Sample C4B
Sample C5A
Sample C5B
Standard
Blank
Sample C1B
Sample C1B

C(T)

Copies
1.00E+0
11.88612 8
None
N/A
35.26252 241.9304
35.49604 211.41
34.57721 359.3804
35.27462 240.2458
36.1016 149.0264
36.15244 144.7147
33.76994 572.7987
34.08761 476.8009
28.14327 14759.61
31.80341 1783.094
1.00E+0
17.45338 7
None
N/A
34.17509 453.3129
34.64861 344.8631

Sample C1B
Sample C2B
Sample C3A
Sample C3B
Sample C4A
Sample C4B
Sample C5A
Sample C5B
Standard
Blank
Sample C2A
Sample C2A
Sample C2A
Sample C2B
Sample C3A
Sample C3B
Sample C4A
Sample C4B
Sample C5A
Sample C5B
Standard
Sample C6A
Sample C6B
Sample C7A
Sample C7B
Sample C8A
Sample C8B
Sample C9A
Sample C9B
Sample C10A
Sample C10B
Sample C11A
Standard
Sample C6A
Sample C6B
Sample C7A
Sample C7B
Sample C8A
Sample C8B
Sample C9A
Sample C9B
Sample C10A
Sample C10B
Sample C11A

35.01687 278.8004
36.24341 137.309
35.61122 197.8066
33.48855 673.8622
36.05579 153.0205
33.46421 683.4009
29.55503 6531.783
31.89732 1688.979
22.07701 1000000
37.3562 72.2152
35.29327 237.6713
None
N/A
None
N/A
35.24386 244.5504
35.17504 254.4647
None
N/A
33.75906 576.4087
34.36735 405.6796
31.59756 2008.165
32.12011 1485.088
25.73905 100000
None
N/A
32.04757 1548.621
30.67542 3420.226
31.14643 2605.754
29.41037 7100.81
28.89001 9589.754
30.20048 4499.477
29.86149 5472.372
30.97845 2871.184
30.46202 3868.761
30.08622 4806.366
30.55478 10000
None
N/A
31.68508 1909.193
30.86193 3071.009
31.38246 2273.748
29.57104 6471.669
30.17186 4574.475
31.16161 2583.02
31.08811 2695.013
30.68103 3409.167
30.32668 4183.243
29.55695 6524.544
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Standard
Sample C6A
Sample C6B
Sample C7A
Sample C7B
Sample C8A
Sample C8B
Sample C9A
Sample C9B
Sample C10A
Sample C10B
Sample C11A
Sample C11B
Sample C11B
Sample C11B
Sample C12A
Sample C12A
Sample C12A
Sample C12B
Sample C12B
Sample C12B
Standard

29.30682 1000
None
N/A
33.14564 821.4219
30.28714 4279.873
32.01122 1581.464
30.20796 4480.096
30.13406 4675.401
29.90842 5326.052
30.26259 4340.973
30.44751 3901.322
30.41276 3980.393
29.77029 5768.281
30.32945 4176.563
29.85489 5493.264
30.08113 4820.532
30.17692 4561.127
29.04674 8759.953
37.1057 83.45469
29.73079 5901.381
31.24232 2465.393
31.05568 2745.951
None
N/A
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Williams Island / VAAP nahAc

Type

Label

Standard
Sample V1A
Sample V1A
Sample
Sample
Sample
Sample
Sample
Sample
Sample

V1A
V1B
V1B
V1B
V2A
V2A
V2A

Standard
Sample V2B
Sample V2B

C(T)

Copies
1.00E+0
18.31012 8
39.3936 320.6953
None
N/A
1.36E+1
5.88009 1
35.48641 3250.975
36.24221 2076.975
34.88517 4643.088
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
1.00E+0
21.68462 7
35.85717 2609.524
35.60617 3028.171

Sample V2B
Sample V3A
Sample V3A
Sample V3A
Sample V3B
Sample V3B
Sample V3B
Standard
Sample V4A
Sample V4A
Sample V4A
Sample V4B
Sample V4B
Sample V4B
Sample W1A
Sample W1A
Sample W1A
Standard
Sample W1B
Sample W1B
Sample W1B
Sample W2A
Sample W2A
Sample W2A
Sample W2B
Sample W2B
Sample W2B
Standard
Sample W3A
Sample W3A
Sample W3A
Sample W3B
Sample W3B
Sample W3B
Sample W4A
Sample W4A
Sample W4A
Standard
Sample W4B
Sample W4B
Sample W4B
Sample W5A
Sample W5A
Sample W5A

34.91767 4554.486
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
25.47222 1000000
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
30.02831 100000
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
33.86097 10000
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
37.232 1000
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
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Sample W5B
Sample W5B
Sample W5B
Standard
Sample W6A
Sample W6A
Sample W6A
Sample W6B
Sample W6B
Sample W6B
Blank
Blank
Blank
Standard

None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
36.06008 2313.774
35.63656 2974.11
36.029 2356.798
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
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Crabtree Farms nahAc

Type

Label

Standard
Sample C1A
Sample C1A
Sample C1A
Sample C1B
Sample C1B
Sample C1B
Sample C2A
Sample C2A
Sample C2A
Blank
Standard
Sample C2B
Sample C2B
Sample C2B

C(T)

Copies
1.00E+0
24.27602 8
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
1.00E+0
30.1082 7
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A

Sample C3A
Sample C3A
Sample C3A
Sample C3B
Sample C3B
Sample C3B
Blank
Standard
Sample C4A
Sample C4A
Sample C4A
Sample C4B
Sample C4B
Sample C4B
Sample C5A
Sample C5A
Sample C5A
Blank
Standard
Sample C5B
Sample C5B
Sample C5B
Sample C6A
Sample C6A
Sample C6A
Sample C6B
Sample C6B
Sample C6B
Standard
Sample C7a
Sample C7a
Sample C7a
Sample C7B
Sample C7B
Sample C7B
Sample C8A
Sample C8A
Sample C8A
Standard
Sample C8B
Sample C8B
Sample C8B
Sample C9A
Sample C9A

None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
35.23051 1000000
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
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Sample C9A
Sample C9B
Sample C9B
Sample C9B
Standard
Sample C10A
Sample C10A
Sample C10A
Sample C10B
Sample C10B
Sample C10B
Sample C11A
Sample C11A
Sample C11A
Standard
Sample C11B
Sample C11B
Sample C11B
Sample C12A
Sample C12A
Sample C12A

None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
None
N/A
37.58664 392108.4
37.20689 459874.8
37.4093 422413.4
38.99392 217186.6
37.41425 421537.3
38.03558 324755.2
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RESULTS OF NAHAC WORKUP

st. dev

total ug
extracted

copies /g
wet

%
%
Moisture/gwe carbon/g copies/g copies/carbon/
t
dry
dry
gdry

4E+10

4E+02

4E+12

7E+01

1E+01

1699

512

237

161138

85

36

1.3E+13 1.48E+13
107425
3
1678520

V3

0

0

887

0

33

8

0

0

V4

0

0

318

0

28

11

0

0

W1

0

0

408

0

27

4

0

0

W2

0

0

404

0

31

7

0

0

W3

0

0

441

0

25

5

0

0

W4

0

0

301

0

56

13

0

0

W5

0

0

314

0

25

4

0

0

W6

1274

185

93

47203

28

4

65560

68292

C1

0

0

0

39

5

0

0

C2

0

0

0

19

8

0

0

C3

0

0

0

40

4

0

0

C4

0

0

0

45

5

0

0

C5

0

0

0

47

5

0

0

C6

0

0

0

17

6

0

0

C7

0

0

0

23

8

0

0

C8

0

0

0

20

7

0

0

C9

0

0

0

23

6

0

0

C10 0

0

0

47

7

0
0
949604
6
9689843
194652
65
20707729

nahA count
c
avg/5ug

V1

2E+10

V2

C11

93

7881718

17

2

C12

130

16740128 14

6

RESULTS OF NIDA WORKUP
%
%
nid count
st.de total ug
copies
Carbon/gd Moisture/ copies/gdr copies/gdr
A avg/ 5ug v
extracted /gwet soil ry
gwet
y
y/carbon
493
226
90
51
510
345
141
182
328
728

193
186
79
87
213
148
62
204
663
757

443
237
887
318
408
404
441
301
314
93
14
18
17
294
272
565
474
262
325
3702
280
242

87472
21389
31857
6428
83314
55737
24910
21902
41154
26366
1528
1486
1623
22833
359448
156014
544815
873534
539376
350582
590619
3950559

12
36
8
11
4
7
5
13
4
4
5
8
4
5
5
6
8
7
6
7
2
6

66
85
33
28
27
31
25
56
25
28
39
19
40
45
47
17
23
20
23
47
17
14

257271
142593
47548
8928
114129
80778
33213
49777
54872
36619
2505
1835
2705
41515
678204
187969
707552
1091918
700488
661475
711589
4593673

292353
222802
51683
10031
118884
86858
34961
57215
57158
38145
2637
1995
2818
43700
713899
199967
769078
1174105
745200
711263
726111
4886886
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